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The aim of this paper is to examine the nominality of the neologism BREXIT using a
corpus-informed lexicogrammatical approach. The term BREXIT, coined in 2012, used
initially in print and social media in the UK is now internationally wide-spread. BREXIT
is a blend of British + exit, which expresses the meaning of’Britain exiting from the EU’.
Although ‘Brexit’ clearly expresses an event (motion) meaning, as a nominalization, it
also expresses nominal meaning. In systemic functional linguistics (SFL), nominalization
is much broader than lexical derivation and is treated as a means of conceptualising
and encoding experience. In this paper the development of BREXIT is explored using a
corpus of 1,641,903 words including 2,435 instances of BREXIT from its first use in May
2012 to the UK general election in 2015. Capturing the development of this term from
its initial use allows some insight into the intended meanings of the speaker due to the
glosses provided. These appositional expressions are combined with the collocations
found in the corpus. The results show that while the meanings identifiable in the
corpus are entirely nominal in use, the term encodes complex meanings of event-
oriented meanings and of hypotheticality. In examining the nominal status of BREXIT, I
show that not all nominalizations are instances of grammatical metaphor.
Keywords: Nominalization, Word formation, Lexical semantics, Lexicogrammar, SFL,
Grammatical metaphor
Introduction
It is well established in the literature that the semantics of a lexical item is understood,
in part at least, by the association of the item to the other lexical items used around it.
This position has been captured most famously by Firth’s well cited claim that “you
shall know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth 1957:11), but more recently shown
in Hanks (2013). However new words are formed in the English language regularly and
this means that, in theory, they are candidates for providing a non-historical perspec-
tive on their meaning in use. In other words, it is not possible to know what company
a new word keeps. Any newly-formed word is formed for a purpose and therefore it is
reasonable to assume that the word will bear some meaning that is related to its
context of use.
This paper examines the neologism BREXIT from the period when it was first coined
(2012) until the United Kingdom (UK) general election in May 2015. The Referendum
held on June 23 2016 made Brexit a household word but consideration of more recent
uses of Brexit have not been included this paper. While not yet appearing in most
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dictionaries, it does appear as an entry on Wikipedia and it was named the word of the
year 2016 by Collins Dictionary. However, it has been used extensively in print and social
media in the UK and in Europe. BREXIT is a blend of Britain or British with exit. Its for-
mation was influenced by analogy to the term Grexit, which is also a relatively recently
blend (Greek + exit), although older, and which was coined in response to the Greek debt
crisis in 2010. Both Grexit and Brexit capture the meaning of ‘an exit from the European
Union’. This clearly expresses an event-oriented meaning but while exit can be seen as a
nominalization, as will be discussed below, the lexeme BREXIT is not a nominalization in
the strictest sense since it is formed by an adjective-noun blend rather than the more typ-
ical deverbal nominal transpositions (i.e. the nominal is formed without recourse to non-
nominal meanings or items, cf. Mackenzie 2007). In systemic functional linguistics (SFL)
nominalization is much broader than lexical derivation and is rather treated as a means of
conceptualising and encoding our experience but the concept of nominality plays a cen-
tral role in this (see Halliday, 1966 and Fontaine 2015, for example). In discussions of the
membership of the United Kingdom in the European Union, we might ask whether media
reports are reporting on this membership congruently, which in SFL terms means that
things are represented by nouns and events are represented by verbs.
The aim of this paper is to examine the neologism BREXIT within its context of use
and to determine its nominal meaning from the following three perspectives: the type of
nominal meaning it expresses, i.e. whether it has object-oriented or event-oriented mean-
ing; whether or not its realization is congruent, i.e. whether it is an instance of grammat-
ical metaphor; and by considering its collocates in a corpus of its use in online news
media. In order to do this, the formation and development of BREXIT section will first ex-
plain the origins of the lexeme and provide some basic background information about its
context of use. Following this, the data and methods section will the nature of the corpus
used and the approach taken in the analyis. In the Emerging patterns of use for BREXIT
section I present the arguments surrounding the analysis of BREXIT as a nominal. This
section is divided into three parts, each of which responds to the three aims of the paper.
First I examine the type of nominal that BREXIT represents. Then the case for BREXIT as
a nominalization is debated and while I conclude that in this case it is an instance of
grammatical metaphor, the argumentation does raise some difficult questions for the the-
ory. Finally, a corpus of 1,641,903 words is examined in order to summarise the lexico-
grammatical patterns identified and whether BREXIT has developed any strong
collocations in the period from its introduction in 2012 to the UK general election in May
2015. Finally, in the Conclusion section, the paper argues that while BREXIT should be
treated as a complex nominal, it is not because it has been derived as a deverbal noun.
Further, I show that it is not the case that all nominalizations are instances of grammatical
metaphor and I argue that SFL must develop more robust criteria for making this
distinction.
The formation and development of BREXIT
While BREXIT is too new to have appeared in dictionaries at the time of writing, it is
very clear from its use that the lexeme was coined in May, 2012 (confirmed on Twitter
and in Nexis®, see Data and methods section below). See example (1) below for the
earliest use of BREXIT that this author could find on Twitter, suggesting it was first
used in a blog post.
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(1)British Influence @britinfluence 15 May 2012 Stumbling towards the Brexit - Britain,
a referendum and an ever-closer reckoning: Nucleus News
In the corpus of texts collected for this study, there are instances of BRIXIT, showing
some variation in the form of the blend but this instability did not last and BREXIT has
now clearly been established as the only form of the lexeme. It is not clear whether the
BR- in BREXIT is from Britain or British but it is more likely that it is the adjective form
British, rather than the noun form Britain. The difference lies in whether exit is nominal
or verbal, i.e. a British exit from the European Union or Britain exits the European Union.
In some respects, the source of the BR- in BREXIT is not significant since either form
identifies who or what is engaged in the exit and this is overtly marked. The covert rela-
tion then is the other anticipated entity involved in an exit; i.e. an exit involves a going out
of somewhere, and in this case the somewhere is the European Union. It is reasonable
then to consider that BREXIT has been formed from a blend of BR and EXIT (but cf earl-
ier variation BRIXIT which seems now to have disappeared in favour of the now standard
BREXIT). EXIT itself is a borrowing from Latin as a noun at some time prior to 1564 and
according to the OED, it is borrowed as a noun of action from two formations (OXFORD
ENGLISH DICTIONARY “exit, v. and n.” OED Online. Oxford University Press, Septem-
ber 2015): (1) < Latin exit, 3rd person singular indicative of Latin exīre ‘to go out’, < ex-
‘out’ + īre ‘to go’ and (2) < Latin exitus (u- stem) ‘going out, departure’. The English verb
EXIT (meaning ‘to depart’) is formed in English by conversion from the noun (i.e. exit v.
< exit n) (OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY “exit, v. and n.” OED Online. Oxford Uni-
versity Press, September 2015) and is attested from 1607.
Conversion is a very productive and common word formation process. The process
takes place without any overt morphological markings and consequently the word class
is only identifiable when the word is seen in use and, for example, is inflected for plural
as a noun or tense as a verb. Conversion is a particularly productive process in English.
Barber (1997:238) explains that in the ME period, the most common type of conversion
was denominal verbs, i.e. verbs derived from nouns. Given that the formation of EXIT
in English takes place in the ME period, it is reasonable to assume that its conversion would
have been supported by the same process happening to other nouns at the time.
The formation of BREXIT, however, was not due to conversion but rather to a blend,
even though EXIT as part of the blend carries in it aspects of the verb conversion. As
Plag (2003:155) explains, a blend “involves two or (rarely) more base words (instead of
only one), but shares with truncations a massive loss of phonetic (or orthographic) ma-
terial”. Examples of blends in English include brunch, blog and emoticon. In the case of
BREXIT, the blend is formed from BRITAIN and EXIT and has the meaning of ‘Britain
exiting from the EU’ or ‘Britain’s exit from the EU’ or ‘British exit from the EU’. Blends
not only blend sounds but also meanings and behind them the conceptual meanings of
the words blended together. According to Benczes (2006): 58), “[t]he language user
needs to construct blends on the basis of conceptual metaphors and metonymies and
pre-existing frames of understanding, which are then moulded in the blend to fit the
discourse context”. This is an important aspect of blends that we will return to below
since it contributes to the semantic complexity of the term.
It is clear from the early examples of BREXIT in examples (2) to (6) below that the
context of situation of the blend is the membership status of the United Kingdom,
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which is commonly referred to as Britain even if this is not politically or geographically
accurate. The economic and political debate about Britain’s membership in the
European Union became increasingly uncertain leading up to May 2012 following the
Greek economic crisis and the question about whether the UK would leave the
European Union became topical in print and online news media as well as in blogs and
on Twitter. In its early form while there was some variation in spelling (BRIXIT and
BREXIT), it standardised quickly as BREXIT and in each case BREXIT is represented
as functioning in a nominal way, i.e. as a noun (e.g. a Brexit).
(2)THERE'S a new word on the lips of Eurocrats at the moment: Brexit, short for
British exit. (Express, 26 Oct 2012)
(3)Mr Cameron’s much-trailed Europe speech, expected in mid-January, will seek to
tread a delicate line, promising renegotiation to avoid a Brexit, or British exit from
the EU. (The Telegraph, 28 Dec 2012)
(4)The European media had been filled for weeks with speculation about a Brexit, a
British withdrawal from the European Union, partly pushed from Europe and
partly pulled by the British. (UPI, 26 Nov 2012)
(5)The so-called Brexit question - the issue of whether Britain is heading for the EU exit
door - has been a few years in gestation in Brussels (The Guardian, 27 Dec 2012)
(6)But a so-called “Brexit” does not seem to trouble some Europeans (AFP, 1 Dec 2013)
As new words are coined, they are generally marked in some way as they enter the
language. Bauer (1983): 42) explains that:
When a word first appears in a language, whether as a loan or calque, or as a nonce
formation, it appears that speakers are aware of its newness, that is they are aware that
they are exploiting the productivity of the language system. Thus, in modern
journalistic language the word is often put in inverted commas, a phrase is added such
as “what has been called”, “as it is termed” and so on, or a complete gloss is provided.
Clearly in the examples above, we find markers of this awareness. These have been
highlighted in bold and we find a range of the features that Bauer lists as identifying evi-
dence that the speakers (in these cases, writers) recognise that BREXIT is not an estab-
lished lexeme. These features include an awareness of its newness, recognition that the
productivity of the language system is being exploited, the use of ‘so-called’ and scare
quotes, and explanations and definitions of the term in apposition or in a non-restrictive
relative clause (cf. Goatly (1997, 171–175) typology of “definitional contexts”). However,
neologisms such as this do not always survive and the lifespan or “currency” (Bauer 1983:
43) of a word is affected by many factors, which include, according to Bauer: the status of
the person using the term, the attitude to the word evinced by society as a whole, whether
or not there is a need for the form. At the time of writing this paper (2016), it is clear that
BREXIT is fully established as a lexeme as we will see below.
Data and methods
The texts used in this study were gathered using Lexis Nexis Academic, an online data-
base that contains full text newspaper articles from around the word in a variety of
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languages. The search term used was ‘Brexit’ resulting in a corpus of English language
news including at least one mention of this term from 2012 to May 2015. The end date
was selected to correspond with the UK election. Consequently, the corpus includes all
instances of BREXIT from the time that the term was first coined to the UK election
on May 5 2016. This is particularly significant since a Conservative Party election
would mean that a referendum would be called on UK membership in the EU, which
did indeed happen and a referendum was held in the UK on 23 June 2016. SketchEn-
gine (Kilgarriff et al. 2014) was used to analyse the corpus in terms of concordances,
collocations and word sketches and to extract examples from the corpus. The Brexit
corpus size is 1,641,903 tokens and within this, the term ‘Brexit’ has a total frequency
of 2,435 instances. While non-English examples were excluded from this corpus, it is
clear from examples (7) to (9) that the term had gained some currency in German,
Spanish and French language newspapers.
(7)Börsen-Zeitung Freitag 2. November 2012
Was niemand braucht, ist eine weitere Abkopplung Großbritanniens von der EU.
Nicht zufällig hat der Albtraum der EU-Spitzen mittlerweile mehrere Namen: Nicht
bloß Grexit, sondern auch Brexit.
(8)El Pais October 26, 2012 Friday
Primero fue Grexit, la combinación de Greece (Grecia) y exit (salida). Ahora es Brexit
o Brixit para referirse a una posible salida de Reino Unido de la UE (British exit).
(9)La Tribune Lundi 22 Octobre 2012
C’est le nouveau néologisme à la mode dans les milieux financiers et politiques,
« Brexit ». Une salade linguistique assez surprenante issue de « Grexit », lui-même
désagréable mélange de « Greece » (Grèce) et « Exit » (sortie), cette fois agrémentée
du B initial de « Britain », Grande-Bretagne. On tremble de voir arriver sur nos
écrans et nos journaux les futurs « Spexit », « Itexit » ou, pire, « Frexit », avant le
niveau ultime de la crainte universelle, « Gexit »…
What examples (2) through (9) illustrate is that, concerning the term ‘Brexit’, the
context of situation is clearly based in economic and political discussions of the
UK’s membership and relationship to the European Union. Following the Conser-
vative Party win in the 2015 general election in the UK, a referendum was called
and as shown in example (10), it was referred to as ‘the Brexit referendum’. The
outcome of the referendum was a vote to leave the European Union and as a re-
sult ‘Brexit’ has become a very frequently heard term throughout the UK as sug-
gested by example (11). In these two examples, the word is presented as an
established term that does not require any explanation or indicators that it is new
or unusual, as we will see in examples of its early uses.
(10)What the Olympics have shown is that for all the doom and gloom about
Brexit, Britain retains extraordinary strengths. (DAILY MAIL (London)
August 22, 2016)
(11)A Tim Shipman’s new Brexit book has some juicy claims that David Cameron
muttered to colleagues that May was ‘lily-livered’ (such an old-fashioned, yet utterly
Cameroonian turn of phrase) on the issue. (Huffington Post, September 26, 2016)
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Emerging patterns of use for BREXIT
In this section, the nominal status of BREXIT is considered in terms of nominalization
and grammatical metaphor. Following this, the analysis of the corpus is presented
showing how, despite how relatively new the word is, it has established itself in certain
patterns of use.
The Nominality of BREXIT
As was discussed in the formation and development of BREXIT section, BREXIT is
a lexeme formed by a blend of ‘British’ and ‘exit’, which makes it a complex lexeme
as it carries a phrasal meaning, i.e. Classifier + Thing in experiential terms or
modifier + head in logical terms (see Fontaine 2017b), and so it is effectively a
condensed noun phrase. It came into use as a noun which is clear in examples (1)
and (4) in particular. As mentioned above, the etymology of ‘exit’ shows that it
was borrowed from Latin to English as a noun, although it carries an event mean-
ing rather than a thing meaning. While it is possible to create event nouns through
derivation-based nominalizations, some nouns carry an inherent event meaning,
despite not having been derived from a verb. As Vendler (1967:141) explains:
There are certain nouns that are not verb derivatives, yet behave like nominalised
verbs; that is, they can enter container contexts without suggesting suppressed
nominals. Fires and blizzards, unlike tables, crystals, or cows, can occur, begin, and end,
can be sudden or prolonged, can be watched and observed – they are, in a word, events
and not objects.
In other words, since an exit (at least in the sense evoked in Brexit) can be sudden or
prolonged and it can be observed (e.g. ‘I watched his abrupt exit’), it is an event rather
than an object. However, its behaviour in the grammar is clearly nominal. The verb form
exit, as explained above, derives from the noun form by conversion (or zero derivation).
There is a distinction to be made between event nouns that derive from nominalised
verbs, e.g. refusal < refuse v. + −al suffix (“refusal” n.) and event nouns that are not, e.g.
fire (“fire”, n. and int.). The lexeme exit is somewhat ambiguous in this distinction since it
was, in its parent language, Latin, derived from a verb. In SFL, nominality is not limited to
morphological nominalization but is rather a broader term that captures what happens
when anything is ‘objectified’, including entire clauses, events, and attributes (Fontaine
2015). As Halliday, Michael (1966:69) explains, “once something is nominal or is made
nominal, it inherits “the potentialities otherwise reserved to persons and objects”.
What this statement implies is that there are different types of nominals. One
type includes those that are reserved to persons and objects and by this we can
presume nouns like chair and tree and possibly also less concrete nouns such as
sky and nominalizations such as appliance and teacher. However, there are other
types that are not reserved to persons and objects and have an event-type meaning
such as fire and exit as mentioned above but also storm, meeting, circus and trans-
formation. The challenge with these nouns is that it is very difficult to tell just by
looking at them whether they encode event meaning or object meaning. There is
an object meaning to ‘exit’ (e.g. where’s the exit?). We can distinguish the object
and event nouns by using the criteria that were suggested above and we would
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conclude that in the object meaning, an exit cannot be observed over time or be
prolonged, although it can be seen and touched. We could add to this the fact that
it can be counted (for example on an airplane, the airline attendants will identify
the location of the various exits that can be found on the plane). Further, an exit
can be destroyed or painted like a box or a door. Therefore, it may be the case
that we need to distinguish event nominals from object nominals either in terms
of homonymy (different lexemes) or polysemy. In SFL there is a tendency to prefer
homonymy over polysemy and we may wish to refer rather to EXIT1 and EXIT2
where 1 has an object sense and 2 has an event sense (although see Hanks 2013
and many other scholars who would prioritise polysemy over homonymy for such
closely-related words both semantically and etymologically).
Indeed, as Grimm and McNally (2013) have argued, a single nominal lexeme
such as examination may in fact have the potential for three different noun types.
The three types of nominal identified by Grimm and McNally (2013:124) for exam-
ination include complex event nominal, simple event nominal and result nominal,
which they illustrate with the examples reproduced here in (12), where (12a),
(12b), and (12c) illustrate each type respectively. The main distinction between
(12a) and (12b) is whether the noun has an argument structure or not and the dif-
ference between (12c) and the other two examples relates to the fact that it is a
non-event nominal (i.e. result, cf. ‘exam’) which denotes an actual concrete object.
In more SFL terms, while (12a) may be seen as effectively a verb in a noun form
(see the discussion of grammatical metaphor below), the same cannot be said for
(12c) since it could be expressed as He gave the teacher his exam, where it is clear
that the noun denotes a concrete object.
(12) a. The examination of the patients took a long time. (Complex Event nominal)
b. The examination took a long time. (Simple Event Nominal)
c. The examination was on the table. (Result Nominal)
What these examples show is that even with the same noun form, there is some am-
biguity surrounding the nature of the representation. If we use these three types of
nominal to develop criteria for testing nominal types, we could then determine the na-
ture of exit as a nominal. As suggested above, while there is a clear basis for the lexeme
having an event meaning at the point of entering the language, it remains to be estab-
lished whether it has maintained an argument structure or not. In the BNC, nominal
groups which follow ‘the exit of ’ tend to refer to a location or a building that has an
exit, e.g. ‘the exit of the car park’, where it is clear that the car park has an exit and it is
not the case that the car park is exiting anywhere. However, although infrequent, we
also find some evidence for exit as a complex nominal with argument structure, e.g. ‘to
permit ready exit of passengers in the event of an emergency’.
The point being made here is that not all nominalizations involve the same degree of
complexity and also not all the devices for deriving nominals involve the same degree
of complexity. However, what does seem to be apparent is that English has developed a
very productive means of converting nouns into verbs and vice versa (see Fontaine, Lise
2017a). Halliday (2007: 363) sees this fluidity between nouns and verbs as an instance
of complementarity, a particular type of indeterminacy where we can “[interpret] what
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goes on either as a construction of objects or as a flow of events”. As suggested above,
when an object-type realization is selected for an event-type of meaning, this is seen as
an incongruent realization in SFL terms and this is one type of relation that is included
as a type of grammatical metaphor. We will now consider the relationship between
nominalizations and grammatical metaphor.
Nominalizations and Grammatical Metaphor
Grammatical metaphor, according to Halliday & Matthiessen (2014: 730-731), occurs
when “some aspect of the structural configuration of the clause, whether in its ideational
function or in its interpersonal function or in both, is in some way different from that
which would be arrived at by the shortest route — it is not, or was not originally, the most
straightforward coding of the meanings selected”. So far we have been discussing the rela-
tionship between object and event meanings in terms of nouns and verbs within a view of
nominality. An incongruent realization of event meaning by a nominal form is indeed in-
cluded as a type of grammatical metaphor, where more specifically “processes (congru-
ently worded as verbs) and properties (congruently worded as adjectives) are reworded
metaphorically as nouns; instead of functioning in the clause, as Process or Attribute, they
function as Thing in the nominal group” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014: 729). However, it
should be clear at this point that not all nominalizations can be seen as grammatical
metaphor, if we accept that nouns such as appliance, teacher, and storm, are congruently
realized. Both appliance and teacher are derived from verbs but do not carry event mean-
ing and storm, in contrast, while not derived from a verb, does carry event meaning since
a storm is something that happens. It can be observed and it has a duration. One might
want to argue then that storm is an instance of grammatical metaphor. As we consider
whether a given expression is or is not an instance of grammatical metaphor, it is import-
ant to establish what the criteria are for determining this. The concept of congruence is
central as is the identifiability of agnate or congruent realizations (cf. Heyvaert 2003).
Therefore, in considering the nominal status of the neologism BREXIT we can ask two
questions: Is the mapping between the semantics and the grammar congruent? Is there an
agnate realization that identifies the event meaning?
The answer to these questions is more complex than it might at first seem. While
there is an event meaning in BREXIT, which comes from the stem exit, it also, through
the blend of ‘Britain/British’, encodes the agentive meaning in relation to the event, i.e.
the noun encodes the complex meaning of ‘Britain exiting (the EU)’. This is clear in
the corpus under study in this paper through examples such as (13) given below.
(13) a so-called “Brexit” or British exit from the EU
It is clear from this example that the meaning of BREXIT encodes both the meaning
of exiting as an event and the agentive meaning of who/what will be doing the exiting,
even if the reference to Britain is to some extent metonymic. The entire nominal group
given in (13) also includes, as a qualifier, an expression of motion, from the EU, which
encodes a directional meaning (cf. Langacker, Ronald 1987:174). The lexeme BREXIT
in use then encodes meanings that coerce or at least reinforce an incongruent
realization in Halliday’s sense of the term. Since the term evokes the event meaning
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and it is clear who the agent of exit is, it becomes easier to see that BREXIT is a nom-
inal form that encodes a clause-like meaning, i.e. ‘Britain exited from the EU’, or more
accurately, ‘The United Kingdom exited from the EU’.
However, it is the very nature of the clause, through the transitivity system, to config-
ure participants. Consequently, if we want to say something about an event, we need to
have a mechanism by which it can be nominalized, otherwise the resulting restrictions
would be too great. For example, if someone did something, e.g. someone donated
money to a charity, and if this situation could then not be nominalized (be made nom-
inal), then I would not be able to talk about the event or the situation itself. In other
words, an event or situation needs to be available (i.e. have the potential) as a nominal
in order to enter into a participant configuration. Hence, it is not only normal to create
a nominal, it is essential to how we exchange information in English. Following this line
of thinking, we may want to question the notion of congruence as it is currently
applied in discussions of grammatical metaphor (see also Steiner 2004 and Hita
and Jorge 2003). An event or situation once conceptualised is effectively nominal. With
the example just given about someone donating money, it might be the case that someone
says, ‘My friend donated a lot of money to a cancer charity. That was a really nice thing
to do.’, where ‘that’ is clearly an anaphoric reference to the entire preceding clause. This
type of nominalization, if we accept that it is a kind of nominalizing, may well be en-
tirely congruent, although it seems clear that it involves a greater degree of complexity.
Discussions of nominality and nominalization do not necessarily imply nominal com-
plexity or grammatical metaphor nor do they imply grammatical metaphor. As Halliday
(2004b): 39) makes clear, “it would be wrong to equate grammatical metaphor with
nominalization” and this is precisely what shows clearly in the data. However, there is
nevertheless a close relationship between the two. For example, some nominalizations
are viewed by Halliday as dead metaphors, e.g. “resistance in heat resistance” (Halliday
2004b:39) and ignorance (my example), where the metaphoric meaning “can no longer
be unpacked” (Halliday 2004b:39). Underlying grammatical metaphor then is a kind of
semantic shift and concerning nominal meanings, it involves “the way the grammar
shifts from a predominantly clausal to a predominantly nominal mode of construal”
(Halliday, Michael 2004a:191). In SFL this shift is generally viewed in terms of
realization and congruence. As Taverniers, Miriam (2002: 10–11) explains, grammatical
metaphor “is based on an ‘alternative realization’ of a meaning which can also be
expressed congruently”.
The concept of congruence is central to any discussion of grammatical metaphor as
noted above. Halliday and Matthiessen (1999:235) describe the relationship between
literal and metaphorical meanings as being along a continuum rather than as a dichot-
omy. Their position is that “[t]he immediate evidence for this [grammatical metaphor]
is historical” (ibid.) along three axes of (historical) development: the language itself
(phylogenesis), the individual’s language (ontogenesis) and the text (logogenesis). Study-
ing the development of the neologism BREXIT shows that tracing meaning along these
three axes is not a simple matter. Words do not enter the language in a vacuum, they
come as part of a semantic network, often with complex associations as is the case
here. If we were to apply these three axes to the use of BREXIT, we would find different
results than what has been presented here since in many cases, the term appears first
logogenetically and arguably (but this is debatable) also ontogenetically. The issue of its
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historical place phylogenetically will depend entirely on the assumptions on which the
discussion is based. The semantic flexibility of the base item exit, allows for either
the object-oriented or event-oriented meanings to be profiled. How then can we
determine what is congruent? Steiner (2004: 146) articulates the problem very
clearly, “whether some variant is ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’ (i.e. congruent or metaphor-
ical) will have to be decided on the basis of the language specific ‘histories’ of the
constructions in terms of phylogenesis (language history), ontogenesis (language de-
velopment in the individual) and logogenesis (development of meaning(s) in (a)
text(s)), and the answers are far from clear for our examples here”. The complex-
ities surrounding these issues are beyond the scope of this paper but it is clear that
it merits further consideration.
The nominal behaviour of BREXIT
The final perspective taken on BREXIT in this paper involves an analysis of instances
in a corpus of news media which dates from its first mention in 2012 to the UK elec-
tions in May 2015 as explained above in data and methods section.
The top collocates for BREXIT in the corpus overall are given below in Table 1 (below),
where the collocates list is presented in logDice order, which is a statistic used in the Sketch-
Engine platform to measure the strength of the collocation of two words where the corpus
size does not affect the calculation (see Rychlý 2008). In this sense it can be a better metric
than either T-score or MI score but both are presented here alongside the logDice for refer-
ence. The collocates listed in Table 1 is evidence of the awareness of the novel status of
BREXIT (e.g. so-called, use of scare quotes and also the collocates British and exit). We also
find markers of indefiniteness (indefinite article ‘a’) and modality (‘would’, ‘could’, ‘possible’, ‘po-
tential’). Examples of these collocates are given below in (14) to (18).
Table 1 Frequency of collocations for BREXIT in the Brexit corpus
Frequency T-score MI logDice
So-called 132 11.462 8.741 10.676
Exit 177 13.155 6.481 10.587
' 343 18.111 5.501 10.542
British 186 13.308 5.369 10.122
Would 310 17.007 4.877 10.055
" 669 24.794 4.594 10.020
a 970 29.721 4.451 9.941
Or 143 11.549 4.871 9.675
Prize 60 7.732 9.095 9.614
From 190 13.103 4.338 9.472
Referendum 115 10.325 4.750 9.469
- 193 13.195 4.316 9.462
Could 111 10.127 4.688 9.412
Risk 65 7.935 5.987 9.412
Possible 60 7.647 6.285 9.378
Potential 56 7.396 6.417 9.317
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(14) could result in economic losses/the break-up of the UK
(15) could cost Britain/David Cameron
(16) could affect the economy/plans/people
(17) a possible Brexit
(18) a potential Brexit
Perhaps a more surprising collocate is the lexical item prize but this is explained by
the Brexit Prize which was announced by the Institute of Economic Affairs in 2013.
This prize was being offered to the competitor who wrote the best “Blueprint for
Britain outside the EU”. Following the announcement of the competition and the sub-
mission deadline in February 2014, the winner was announced in April 2014. This prize
received considerable media attention. Two examples of this collocation are given in
(19) and (20) below.
(19)The Brexit prize, was organised by British right-wing think tank the Institute of
Economic Affairs, and presented by former finance minister and veteran euroscep-
tic Nigel Lawson
(20)This winning entry of the IEA Brexit Prize * called for the UK to negotiate
membership of the EFTA, though remaining outside the EEA
While the results presented in Table 1 cover the entire corpus, it is worth comparing
the collocates found in two periods within the corpus. The first year (2012 to 2013)
constitutes the very earliest uses of BREXIT as a term and as discussed above, there
was some initial irregularity to its spelling and use and speakers marked their use of
the term as a novel term. This is quite different to the period prior to the UK election
in May 2015 since the term was no longer novel and it had become an issue in the
election campaign. This is largely due to the commitment in the Conservative Party
manifesto to hold an in/out referendum on the UK’s membership in the European
Union. In Table 2 below, the collocates of BREXIT are presented separately for the
2012–2013 period and for the 2015 period (January to May) respectively.
It is clear in Table 2 that even though this initial period covers eight months (recall
that BREXIT was coined in May 2012), the size of this sub-corpus is considerably
smaller than in the final period covering January to May, 2015. The 2012–2013 sub-
corpus contained 371 instances of BREXIT whereas in the 2015 sub-corpus this
frequency rose to 1,326. The rate of increase in the three-year period was exponential;
the total frequency in the corpus as a whole is 2,435 which means that 54.5% of all in-
stances are found in the last four months of the 36 month corpus.
Table 2 Collocates of BREXIT in 2012–13
Frequency T-score MI logDice
Prize 30 5.474 10.809 11.109
So-called 28 5.283 9.219 10.630
Prize 20 4.464 9.033 10.245
IEA 12 3.458 9.157 9.727
Exit 37 6.033 6.937 9.472
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In the 2015 sub-corpus there remains some evidence that the term is seen as novel
or at least not entirely standard due to the collocation with so-called and with the use
of scare quotes remaining at the top of the collocates list. What seems to be developing
in the evolution of the term in news media is the association with various types of mo-
dality. We note a move from “so-called Brexit” and “Brexit Prize” in 2012–2013 to “po-
tential Brexit negotiation/referendum/scenario” in 2015. Given the dominating theme of
the referendum in the months leading up to the May 2015 election in the UK, it is not
surprising to see referendum appearing as a significant collocate of BREXIT. Although
not very frequent, we can see that there is evidence of comparison with the situation in
Greece, whose financial crisis led to considerable doubts about its membership in the
EU. Although not included here, it would be reasonable to expect different collocates
in the period following the 2016 referendum, which would reflect a different context of
situation. The degree of the resulting semantic shift, if any, remains to be determined.
An analysis of collocates only presents part of the picture. What is needed now is to
gain a broader perspective on its use and look at a slightly larger co-text in order to
better understand the meanings associated to BREXIT. Given its nature as a
nominalization, this is perhaps even more significant. As Banks (2008: 130) explains,
[I]t is evident that the use of nominalisation is rooted in the situation. The nature of
the activity going on to some extent determines the form of the language used. Thus
the inseparability of the language from its situation is again in evidence.
It is important to keep in mind that implicitly encoded in the term BREXIT is a hypo-
thetical meaning. This is not derived from the blend itself but from the context of situ-
ation and how it came to be coined. We find some evidence of this in the collocations
listed in Table 3, where BREXIT collocates strongly with possible, would and potential.
Hanks (2013) concepts of norms and exploitations may be useful here. While a norm
can be thought of as a typical phraseological pattern associated with a lexeme, Hanks
defines an exploitation as a “deliberate departure from an established pattern of normal
word use, either in order to talk about new or unusual things or in order to say old
things in a new, interesting or unusual way” (2013: 212). When the term BREXIT was
coined, it may be reasonable to say that the conceptual meaning required to capture
the meaning of Britain leaving the UK drew on exploitations of the event-oriented
lexeme EXIT. As discussed above, blends are constructed on the basis of “conceptual
metaphors and metonymies and pre-existing frames of understanding, which are then
Table 3 Collocations of BREXT January to May 2015
Frequency T-score MI logDice
So-called 72 8.465 8.744 10.587
' 197 13.742 5.578 9.971
Exit 72 8.358 6.060 9.792
Possible 43 6.494 6.681 9.577
Would 184 13.141 5.001 9.480
Grexit 31 5.548 8.173 9.443
Referendum 89 9.187 5.257 9.437
Potential 37 6.024 6.696 9.422
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moulded in the blend to fit the discourse context” (Benczes 2006: 58). This constructed
blend is a type of exploitation in Hanks’ sense. As he explains (2013: 211), “exploitation
also has a diachronic dimension as a source of secondary norms: it accounts for
the origin of new senses and the relationship between the literal meaning of a
word and rhetorical or imaginative uses, some of which have themselves become
established as secondary conventions”. What is key for me in this perspective on
BREXIT is that the new sense that has evolved from the initial exploitation has
been nominal in the ways that we have shown here but that its nominality also en-
codes complex meanings of event-oriented meanings and of hypotheticality. What
remains to be seen is what will happen to it as the UK moves past the June 2016
EU referendum. It cannot remain an exploitation since exploitations are temporary
(Hanks 2013); it must either establish itself as a norm (or possibly a secondary
norm) or fade into history. While the referendum itself became certain with the
2015 election, BREXIT, for now, remains a hypothetical construct since at the time
of writing, it has not happened.
Conclusion
This paper set out to examine the nominal nature of the relatively recent neologism,
BREXIT. Unlike many of the lexical items coined on a regular basis in the English lan-
guage, BREXIT has not simply come into use in an ad hoc and temporary way (i.e. not
fully adopted into the language). It has, on the contrary, gained media currency and is,
at the time of writing, a term that all UK residents know. Its development in the three-
year period studied here has been shown to be fundamentally nominal by its behaviour;
this lexical item is a member of the class of nouns and behaves as such. As a lexical
item formed through blending, we find that its roots are in the adjective British and the
noun exit. There is no evidence that it has developed as a deverbal nominal (other than
historically and morphologically in Latin) and yet, BREXIT has incorporated the fea-
tures of a complex nominal, including the potential for argument structure, inherited
from the event meaning of exit, which as already stated, forms the base of the blend. It
is perhaps because exit is fully maintained (orthographically and phonologically) that it
carries this meaning so strongly. In this sense, it is not a typical example of a blend
since it has not lost any part of its form, at least not the ‘exit’ part, and yet it is not a
full compound either. Therefore, its nominal status is best seen as a complex nominal.
The paper has also shown that, in SFL terms, complex nominals are a type of
nominalization that are candidates grammatical metaphor. There must be evidence for
this determination and concerning BREXIT, it is clear from the corpus that it is a nom-
inal form which is being used to express an event-oriented meaning. In other words,
the process meaning of exit has been, according to Halliday, reworded metaphorically
as a noun rather than congruently as a verb. This is often made explicitly clear in the
corpus under study since, because of its novel use, and as shown above, speakers para-
phrase this meaning with expressions such as ‘short for British exit’, ‘Britain’s exit from
the European Union’ or ‘Britain leaving the EU’, all of which are expressions which co-
occur with BREXIT in apposition. However, I have shown that not all instances of
nominalizations can be described as grammatical metaphor. This is a challenging area
for SFL because the relationship between the two is not always clear. We must develop
criteria for making this distinction. These might include etymological or derivational
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information and whether there is sufficient evidence of metaphorical ‘rewording’ but it
should involve lexicogrammatical evidence. Furthermore, as suggested above, we can-
not simply assume that the relationship necessarily involves congruence. Future work
needs to take on these important issues in a critically engaged way.
Finally, a corpus of news articles including the term BREXIT was analysed in order
to describe its lexical meaning. By considering its collocates, we can clearly see that the
meanings it carries from these patterns reflect the context in which it developed. These
meanings include its novelty as a newly-coined word. As it increased in use over time,
more interpersonal meanings emerge in association with BREXIT, encoding a kind of
hypotheticality in its meaning. There is some evidence that its use had not fully
normalised by May 2015, given the increase in collocation of so-called and the use of
scare quotes. Indeed in a 2015 article in the Economist, BREXIT is marked as a novel
expression and it is clarified in its event meaning in apposition to the noun, as shown
in (21) below. It seems to have remained to some extent an exploitation and it has not
been fully incorporated into what we might consider a full normative lexeme in
English.
(21) SIX months ago the chances of “Brexit”— Britain departing from the European
Union—seemed remote. Today, largely because of Europe’s migration crisis and
the interminable euro mess, the polls have narrowed. Some recent surveys even
find a majority of Britons wanting to leave. [The Economist, Oct 19th 2015]
While the work presented in this paper covers only the first three years of use, there
are good indications that BREXIT is still undergoing development. We will need a
much larger corpus to build a better picture of its full meaning as a potential partici-
pant in the transitivity system, and in future work we would want to ask how it is rep-
resented in a configuration of participants. It will be interesting to compare its
development from the 2015 UK election to the 2016 UK referendum on EU member-
ship with its development post-referendum, given the outcome was in favour of leaving
the EU. If the UK does exit the EU, perhaps the term will be restricted to history books.
At the time of writing, ‘Brexit’ is on the tip of everyone’s tongue in Europe.
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